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Getting Published 
A KickstART Festival Forum in association with National Youth Week 

 

AIM 

Perth is ablaze with young writers, creatives and innovators all searching for an opportunity to 

break into the publishing industry. In this unique forum, four of Perth’s own are here to speak 

about their careers, the world of publishing and answer your questions about breaking into the 

writing and publishing industry. 

 

Ranging from journalism, to creative writing, editorial and features or the world of novel writing. 

Come along to hear their stories of accomplishment and success in our State, WA. 

 

FORUM DETAILS 
Chair  Thomas Marcinkowski 

Date  Monday 13 April  2015 

Time  6.00pm – 8.00pm with break 

Location The Tunnel Theatrette @ the Western Australian Museum   
 

FORUM FORMAT 
6.00pm  Welcome  

6.05pm  Travis Johnson 

6.25pm  Gillian O’Meagher  

6.45pm  Steven James Finch  

7.05pm  Tricia Ray 

7.25pm  Break – light refreshments provided   

7.30pm  Q & A  

7.45pm  Forum conclusion and open networking  

8.00pm  Forum Address  
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SPEAKERS  
 

Thomas Marcinkowski  

Freelance journalist, human rights researcher and activist  
 

Travis Johnson     

Editor, journalist, critic, filmmaker and occasional performer 
 

A long-standing figure in the Perth film, arts and music communities, Travis Johnson is the Arts and 

Music Editor at X-Press Magazine. He also publishes his own criticism at Celluloid and Whiskey 

(www.celluloidandwhiskey.com). 
 

Gillian O’Meagher    

Features Writer (specialising in editorial content) and Author (specialising in Speculative Fiction) 
 

Gillian O'Meagher has worked as a writer for almost two decades with features appearing in numerous 

print and online publications. Her speculative fiction novel Sound and her futuristic New Adult novel 

Optimate are published under the pen name Gil Liane (@gil_e_liane), as is her television blog. 
 

Steven James Finch 
Editor, Publisher, Author and PhD student 
 

Sj Finch is currently studying a PhD at Curtin University. He has had work published in Cottonmouth, 

Sitelines, Voiceworks, and in a Fremantle Press short story collection The Kid on the Karaoke Stage and 

other stories. From 2009-2012 he was the managing editor of creative writing and art journal dotdotdash. 
 

Tricia Ray 

Colosoul Group 
 

In 2005 Tricia Ray founded the Colosoul Group Inc. as a response to the growing need for hands on 

youth participation within the media and arts industry of Perth. For eight years Colosoul has produced a 

diverse range of publications, events, design and film projects created by and for young people. As a not-

for-profit run arts organisation Colosoul caters to a market of young people who are not necessarily given 

the opportunity to be mentored in their field of expertise until they reach their early career. Colosoul allows 

young people from all backgrounds to have experiences in a positive environment whilst encouraging 

team leadership and entrepreneurship.  
 

Before starting Colosoul Tricia came from an events management, PR and marketing background, 

working with The Esther Foundation. In addition to her work at Colosoul, Tricia is a writer, musician and 

designer with her own label called Bird on a Wire.  


